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Sixty samples were sequenced using the ForenSeq kit to produce complex STR DNA mixtures, represented with
three separate formats capturing diﬀerent degrees of sequence information. All mixtures were run through the
(open-source) CaseSolver software for comparison against both 10 reference proﬁles. By comparing the performance of the qualitative and the quantitative models for the diﬀerent allele formats we found the following
preliminary results: The quantitative model performed better than the qualitative model, however the gain was
only substantial when the LR was already large. The performance gain of using the longest uninterrupted stretch
over using only repeat units was large, whereas the further gain of also using the whole sequence information
was small.

1. Introduction
For very serious crimes, reporting scientists often have to contend
with complex investigations, where hundreds of items may be submitted by investigators for analysis per individual case. To expedite the
process of comparing reference proﬁles to evidence proﬁles, many of
which may be mixtures, the open-source software ‘CaseSolver’ was
developed (www.euroformix.com/casesolver; [1]). In addition to
handling size-based Short Tandem Repeat (STR) data, the software can
also interpret Massive Parallel Sequencing (MPS) data to utilize sequence-level information. Here, we provide a demonstration using 60
mixtures typed using the ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit (Verogen,
Inc., San Diego, CA). A comparison of results using diﬀerent levels of
sequence information was carried out using ordinary repeat units (RU),
the longest uninterrupted stretch (LUS) representations [2], and
LUS + representations [3] that captured all sequence variation present
in the donor genotypes. We report preliminary results on the extent of
enhanced discrimination oﬀered by MPS when complex mixtures are
analysed.
2. Methods
Three sets of ten samples each consisting of two, three and fourperson mixtures were typed in duplicate. Contributor ratios ranged
from 2:1 to 40:1 and 20:5:5:1. Donor templates ranged from 1.4630.043 ng for the major contributor, and 0.250-0.002 ng for minor
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contributors. Total DNA inputs were 1.5-0.067 ng. Libraries were
pooled in sets of 32 for MiSeq FGx sequencing. Data analyses in the
ForenSeq Universal Analysis Software (UAS; Verogen, Inc.) were performed using an analytical threshold (AT) of 4.5%, and the stutter
thresholds taken from [4]. The lookup tables from [3] were used to
translate UAS sequence strings to LUS and LUS + alleles.
CaseSolver (v1.5.0, with euroformix_2.2.0) was used to obtain
likelihood ratio (LR) values (using both qualitative and quantitative
models) for all 600 comparisons (by setting allele matching and LR
thresholds to zero) for each allele representation format (RU, LUS and
LUS+). The settings were AT = 30, default drop-in model, and stutter
and degradation models turned oﬀ. The allele frequencies used were the
African-American population from [3], developed using the sequence
frequencies from [5].
3. Results and discussion
Application of the 4.5% AT eliminated all non-allelic sequences in
the mixtures. However, with use of a dynamic AT, many authentic alleles from low-level minor donors were also removed when donor ratios
diﬀered greatly and total locus reads exceeded 650 due to the major
donor. This contributed to under-estimation of the contributor number
in 20.6% of 'Hp true' tests, and instances of false exclusion of some
donors in these scenarios (see Fig. 1). As would be expected, inconclusive LRs also occurred with very low donor contributions.
We ﬁrst compared the LRs (log10 scale) of the qualitative and the
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Fig. 1. LR change for Hp true tests with use of
more sequence information for quantitative
model. The black circles reference the LR
change from RU to LUS alleles, while the red Xs
indicate the LR change from LUS to
LUS + alleles (log10 scale). The vertical dashed
lines indicate starting LR (log10) that are inconclusive (-2 to 2), provide support for inclusion (2–12) and provide very strong support for
inclusion (> 12). The green triangle indicates
some support for inclusion initially (RU or LUS)
but provided very strong support for inclusion
when more sequence information (LUS or LUS
+) was used. The blue triangle indicates an
inconclusive LR (or support of Hd) initially but
provided support for inclusion when more sequence information was used. The orange triangle indicates some support for inclusion initially, but produced an inconclusive LR (or support of Hd) when more
sequence information was used. Points are truncated to [−10,10] on y-axis and [−30,30] on x-axis.

4. Conclusion

quantitative models for the three diﬀerent formats; RU/LUS/ LUS + .
When the qualitative LRs were in the range 2–12, the gains achieved by
use of the quantitative model were modest: the LR increased by > 1
order of magnitude 39/32/34% of the time, and the average LR increase was 1.0/1.1/1.1. When qualitative LR exceeded 12, the increased quantitative LRs were both more variable and typically much
larger.
The diﬀerence in LR by use of the qualitative vs quantitative model
was considered with respect to the extent of sequence information
utilized for interpretation. Though not shown here, the results indicated: 1) the shift from using RU alleles to LUS alleles produced
greater changes in the LR than were observed with LUS vs.
LUS + interpretations, and 2) the changes in the LR for the quantitative
vs qualitative models were more substantial for RU→LUS than for
LUS→LUS + . Three outlier data points indicated a multiple order of
magnitude change in the LR between the RU and LUS interpretations
under the quantitative model, but no similar change under the qualitative model. These occurred when the LUS increased the estimated
number of contributors (one more compared to the RU) such that the
quantitative model better estimated the major.
Fig. 1 displays the change in LR for 180 Hp true hypotheses as
progressively more sequence information was utilized for interpretation
(RU→LUS, and LUS→LUS+) under the quantitative model. Overall,
greater change in the LR for RU→LUS as compared to LUS→LUS + was
observed. When LR (log10) was inconclusive (-2 to 2) for RU, use of the
LUS changed the LR (log10) by 0.3 on average, while from LUS to
LUS + the average LR change was only -0.02. When the RU LR (log10)
provided some support for inclusion (2–12), the increase in LR (log10)
by use of LUS averaged 1.2 (3.6 if any support), and when the LUS LR
provided any support for inclusion (> 2), whereas the increase in LR
(log10) by use of LUS + averaged 0.6. Similarly, when starting LR
(log10) values were in the range of 2–12, the LR increased by 2+ orders of magnitude more frequently when LUS was compared to RU
interpretations (31%) versus when LUS + was compared to LUS interpretations (4%). The green triangle indicates the interpretation change
from some support for Hp (using RU or LUS) to very strong support for
Hp when more sequence information was used (LUS or LUS+). Here
the number of data points for RU- > LUS was six, versus three for LUS→
LUS + . Similarly, the blue triangle indicates the change from no support for Hp to support for Hp. Here the number of points for RU- > LUS
was ﬁve, versus zero for LUS→LUS + . The orange triangle indicates
the change from Hp support to no support for Hd. Here the number of
points for both RU- > LUS and LUS→LUS + was one.

We have demonstrated that CaseSolver can be used to perform large
scale comparisons of MPS datasets, including highly complicated proﬁles. The preliminary data described here also clearly indicated greater
LR gains when comparing LUS to RU alleles than when comparing
LUS + to LUS alleles. This was due to the fact that the LUS designations
captured the majority of the sequence variation present in the donor
genotypes; as a result, use of the LUS + designations produced few
additional alleles that could result in substantial changes to the LR. The
data produced in this study also highlighted what impact the use of a
dynamic AT may have on allele recovery, which in turn inﬂuences
downstream probabilistic interpretation. Further work will be carried
out to reanalyse mixtures using a static AT, with subsequent re-interpretation with CaseSolver.
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